INSRUCTIONS FOR BUYING TOKEN
Here’s the how to buy details to go on the container token buy token
section
How to buy Container Token during presale and ITO

1. Buy Ether
You will need ether (eth) (ethereum) in order to be able to participate in Container Token’s ITO.
Ethereum offers a stable and convenient Blockchain platform and has become a platform of choice for
ITO’s.

How to buy Ethereum

Identify a Platform for Trading
As the basis for placing any trades it is important to identify the best trading platform for your needs.
There are a few options when it comes to cryptocurrencies with some of the top platforms including:
Coinbase, Kraken, Bitstamp, Gemini, Binance, and Bitfinex. All of these exchanges offer ethereum.
One of the biggest considerations for choosing a cryptocurrency trading platform is the type of
exchange. Cryptocurrency trading platforms can be either fiat exchanges or cryptocurrency to
cryptocurrency exchanges (C2C). As one of the three largest cryptocurrencies in the world, investors can
trade ethereum easily on fiat exchanges. Some investors who want to trade multiple currencies or have
the option to convert other currencies easily into ethereum may want to consider the C2C exchanges
more closely. A lot of investors also have multiple accounts with both a fiat exchange and a C2C
exchange.
Create an Account
Once you have decided on a trading platform that fits your needs then the next step is to open an
account. This process is similar to opening an account with a brokerage platform. You will need to
provide your name, address, social security number, specified forms of identification, and more. Once
you are confident with a site, the account opening process can usually be done pretty quickly
Verifying the account is usually the final step in the account opening process. Most all exchanges will
require that you verify your account in one or more ways. This is where you will likely need to upload
documents to verify your identity and ensure that your account passes regulatory muster. Verification
can take anywhere from approximately one hour to potentially a day or two depending on the
exchange.

Deposit Currency
You'll next need to deposit currency into your account. For fiat currency platforms this can be relatively
easy after verification of your payment information. Simply add money through your bank account or
debit card on file. Cryptocurrency exchanges do not generally have high minimum investments so you
can invest as little as $5 or as much as $1,000 or more. Most exchanges have fees per trade so it can be
best to trade large amounts at once.
Depositing currency in C2C exchanges can be slightly more difficult. These exchanges require you to
send cryptocurrency by code from one location to another. Ethereum is a popular depositing currency
for many C2C platforms so holding large amounts of it can be beneficial. Code transfers take slightly
longer to complete, typically up to an hour.
Begin Trading
With a verified account and money deposited into that account, you'll be able to begin purchasing
ethereum via the exchange. Each exchange has an interface that works somewhat differently but be
prepared to confirm transactions and then allow for processing time, which can also depend on the total
number of transactions requested.
Move your Ether to a wallet you control
We highly suggest refraining from keeping your cryptocurrency in a wallet provided to you by an
exchange. It jeopardizes the security of your funds, as you are essentially not in control of that wallet.
Instead, move your tokens to a software wallet that keeps your passwords on the device of your choice.
Alternatively, you can invest in a hardware wallet for added security.

Withdraw ETH into a Wallet
Once you have purchased ETH through the exchange, you can withdraw that currency into your bank
account or a wallet that you control. Fiat exchanges make it easy to withdraw ETH by simply selling and
sending the proceeds to your bank account. C2C platforms take a longer amount of time.
On a C2C platform you would need to code transfer your ETH to a fiat exchange and then sell to cash
out. On all platforms you also generally have the option to send ETH to a wallet.
(See our wallet section for more details)
Buy Presale/ ITO tokens
Once you’re registered for an ITO and have your funds available and ready, all you need to do is send
your cryptocurrency to the campaign’s address.

Tips on sending your crypto to their address
Some of the most popular and attractive ITOs will have thousands and thousands of people sending
Ether all at the same time, which may result in the network being congested, which means that your

transaction might take a while to go through. You can always check the status of your transaction here
by simply putting your wallet’s address into the search bar.
Make sure to include a little bit of extra Ether into your transaction. This extra Ether will go on “gas,”
which enables transactions within the Ethereum network. Basically, in this particular case gas serves as a
transaction fee.
You’ll receive ITO tokens to your address
You should receive your newly purchased tokens to your wallet’s address. If this doesn’t happen straight
away- don’t worry and be patient. Your tokens can arrive immediately, but sometimes it might take
weeks, months or even longer. Make sure to stay up-to-date and consider communicating with other
investors on dedicated platforms and forums.

How to set up Crypto wallet
Here’s a list of Ethereum wallets/browsers that enable you to interact with Ethereum decentralized apps
(dApps).
Desktop (Win/Linux/Mac)
MetaMask Browser Extension (Recommended)
Metamask describe itself as a "bridge that allows you to visit the distributed web of tomorrow in your
browser today." Metamask is a browser extension that is both an Ethereum wallet and Web3.0
provider. That means that you can interact with dApps right from your browser, just like you are
interacting with regular web sites. It's a light wallet, which means it doesn't need to be fully
synchronized with the Ethereum network to function. Extension is supported in Chrome, Firefox, Opera
and Brave browser.
We highly recommend using MetaMask
Download MetaMask
Mist Browser
Mist browser is a standalone browser developed by Ethereum Foundation. It's primary purpose is to
interact with dapps. It is still under heavy development, and can be buggy at times. Please note that,
unlike MetaMask, Mist browser needs to fully synchronize with Ethereum network before you can use
it.
Download Mist Browser
Android
1. Coinbase Wallet

Coinbase is expanding its services to altcoins, and has created an Android app that can interact with
Ethereum dapps. Their app is used just like a browser, and you can navigate to any dapp on the web.
Download Coinbase Wallet for Android
2. Opera Browser Beta
Opera Browser Beta is a simple and secure browser that integrates Ethereum Web3 API without
extensions or additional apps. It also supports tokens, and collectibles. It's still in Beta phase while they
iron out great user experience.
Download Opera Browser Beta for Android
3. Status
Status lets you "chat, browse and transact securely in an open source community committed to bringing
the power of Ethereum and a more distributed internet to your pocket."
Download Status for Android
iOS
1. Coinbase Wallet
Coinbase Wallet for iOS describes itself as "The easiest and most secure crypto wallet. Take control of
your crypto and explore the decentralized web. "
Download Coinbase Wallet for iOS

